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Hideous thesaurus synonyms

1 causes intense dissatisfaction, disgust or resentment the cruel way she treated her maid after she discovered her ring was missing abhorrent, abhorrent, despicable, terrible, terrible, nasty, disgusting, horrible, evil, fulsome, nasty, horrible, horrible, horrid, abhorrent, nasty, nauseating, nauseous, harmful,
harmful, disgusting, disgusting, shocking, morbid, ugly, inappropriate, unpleasant, dislikable (also dislike), unpleasantly despicable, abhorrent, abhorrent, hard hateful, unhealthy , distasteful, unhealthy, unhealthy, miserable, miserable, miserable, miserable, cruel, terrifying, terrible, terrible, grim, cruel,
cruel (also grew), abhorrent, terrible, terrible lurid, macabre, monstrous, nightmarish, sick, morbid, sickly, terrible, unspeakable, vile off-putting, undesirable, unwanted, unwanted, unchristian, uncivilized, wicked, unholy unruly, disturbing, disturbing, accepting, pleasing, alluring, appealing, attractive,
blessed (also blessed), congenial, darling, delicious, delicious, delicious, joyful, desirable, dreamy, dulcet, pleasant, felicitous, joyful, heavenly , welcoming, likable (or likeable), juicy, nice, tasty, pleasant, comfortable, comfortable, satisfying, salt (also tasty), sweet, welcome unexceptionable,
unobjectionable healthy, healthy, restorative, salubrious, salutary, healthy 2 extremely disturbing or repellent a hideous crime that could not be fully described in the newspapers terrible, terrible, horrible, macabre, monabre, monabre , nightmare, nightmare, nightmarish, shocking, terrible, very well
alarming, bloodthirsty, dire, direful, fearsome, forbidding, formidable, terrifying, gut-wrenching, hair-raising, heart-stopping, terrifying, dubious, scary, terrifying, despicable, deplorable, disgusting, noisome, disgusting, obscene, offensive, disgusting, repellent, disgusting, outrageous, nauseatingly
despicable, evil, ugly, disgusting, harmful, unspeakable, unspeakable, vile, ugly, ugly, ugly, appealing, attractive, gorgeous, delicious, delicious, pleasant, tempting, welcoming, pleasant, pleasing, pleasing , pleasing, satisfying, welcome cheering, comforting, soothing 3 uncomfortable to look at wearing a
hideous Halloween mask that made the children all jump with horror grotesque, homely, poorly favored, monstrous, ugly, unappealing, unsighty, unbeautiful, uncomely, unhandsome, unlovely, unpleasing, unpretty, unsightly, vile, despicable, terrible, disgusting, distasteful, horrible, rough, horrible, horrid,
abhorrent, nauseating, nauseous, noisome, repellent (also repulsive), repellent, repellent, outrageous, nauseating fruit tube, frumpy , plain, unaesthetic, inappropriate, unshapely aesthetic (also aesthetic or aesthetic or aesthetic), attractive, beauteous, beautiful, bonny (also bonnie) [mainly British], comely,
cute, drop-dead, just, fetching, pretty, neat, gorgeous, handsome, knockout, gorgeous, pretty, ravishing, seeming, synly, amazing, taking, well-favoredPage 2 / ˈhɪd in əs / See synonyms for: hideous / hideous / hideous / hideous on Thesaurus.comhorrible or intimidating to the senses; repulsive; very ugly:
a hideous monster.shocking or rebellion against the moral sense: a hideous crime.distressing; Terrible: The cruel expense of moving one's home to another city. We have collected some interesting words donated to English from Portuguese ... as well as some that just do not translate at all. Do you know
what they mean? Which of the following animal names traces its immediate origin to Portuguese? TAKE THE QUIZ TO FIND OUT 1275-1325; Middle English hidous&lt;Old French hisdos, similar to hisde horror, horror (maybe &lt;Old high German * egisida, akin to egisôn, agison to scare) + -os-ous; suffix
later assimilated to -eoushid·e·ous·ly, adverbhid·e·ous·ness, hid·e·os·i·i·i-tee], /100000000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0 adjectiveun·hid·e·ous·ly, adverbhidebound, hide or hair, neither, hide one's face, hide one's head in the sand, hide one's light under a bushel, hideous, hidey-hole, hideyoshi, hideyoshi,
hideyoshi toyotomi, hidingDictionary.com Unabridged Based at Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 20217, terrible, terrible, despicable, terrible, cruel, monstrous, disgusting, riot, terrifying, disgusting, repugnant, hateful, horrible, cruel, shocking, grim, terrible, terrible, terrible on
Christmas Day, sometime after dark, a hideous fire took over the scene: 100 firefighters, 33 fire engines, a fire-alarm blaze. To be clear, this account is in no way intended to excuse these horrific attacks—just perhaps to explain them. These Book of Eli deserts are where the imagined, but bizarre or
hideous, can turn undeniably real. ISIS and BS| Amal Ghandour| October 15, 2014 | DAILY BEASTWith this cruel bushy protrusion, the beard has reached its end game. The star is not entirely to blame for his cruel, hirsute transgression. Ethelberta may have fallen dead with the shock, so terrible and
cruel it was. Ethelberta's hand| Thomas HardyAnna Petrovna showed Sister K— a large and cruel picture of her children. The Dark Forest| Hugh WalpoleWith bloody eyes, and gaping mouth, and fiery nostrils, the hideous creature came rushing on. The story of Siegfried| James BaldwinTo say that a
verse of Macaulays was painful, or a line of Francis Newman's cruelty, was well within his province. Matthew Arnold|G. W. E. RussellNo conventional and hideous hat or bonnet disfigures neat outline of the head.extremely ugly; repulsive a hideous person hidden, adverbhideousness or hideosity (1999),
nounC13: from old French hisdos, from histed fears; Uncertain OriginCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Digital © William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD BY



DAYumbrageousadjektive | [uhm-brey-juhs ] SEE DEFINITION© 2021 Dictionary.com, LLC godly (slang), hellacious (USA, slang), festy (Australian, slang), yucko (Australian, slang) Entry: alarming Synonyms:serious, serious, worrying, disturbing, stressful, troublesome, anxious, tenseEntry: terrible
Synonyms:shocking, outrageous, disgusting, terrible, terrible, terrible, obscene, scandalous, taboo, revenge: awesomeSynonyms:respected, commendable, commendable, praisable, praising heroic, admirable, impressive, remarkable, enviable, commendable, commendable, awe-inspiring, much
loved/respected/admired/criticized etcEntry: chillingSynonyms:serious, serious, serious, concerned, disturbing, alarming, stressful, troublesome, anxious, excitedEntry: ghastlySynonyms:shocking, terrible, outrageous, disgusting, terrifying, terrible, terrible, obscene, scandalous, tabooFull: hulking
Synonyms:big, big, tall, huge, big, big, big, huge, enormous, enormous, wide, king-sizeEntry: monstrousSynonyms:big, big, tall, huge, big, big, huge, enormous, enormous, wide , king sizeEntry: unappealingSynonyms:unpleasant, bad, terrible, unsightly, uncomfortable, hard, hard, gloomy,
brutalAntonyms:pleasant, pleasant, pleasant, comfortable, comfortable, delicious, cheerful, relaxing, epic hideousSynonyms:difficult , clumsy, deformed , disgusting, terrifying, terrible, grim, cruel, grotesque, horrid, odious, repellent, shocking, ugly, unsightly, uncouth, ungainly, unlovely,
unpleasantAntonyms:attractive, beauteous, beautiful, bewitching, bonny, charming, comly, delightful, elegant, exquisite, fair, fine, graceful, handsome, gorgeous, picturesque, beautiful Ethelberta may have fallen dead with shock, so terrible and hideous it was. EnhelbertaThomas HardyAnna Petrovna's
hand showed Sister K— a large and hideous picture of her children. The Dark ForestHugh WalpoleWith bloodshot eyes, and gaping mouth, and fiery nostrils, the hideous creature came rushing on. The story of SiegfriedJames BaldwinTo say that a verse of Macaulays was painful, or a line of Francis
Newman's cruel, was well within his province. Matthew ArnoldG. W. E. RussellOn a limb nearby, the cruel, human-like of an iguana hung still twisted. Rifle RangersCaptain Mayne ReidDes, suddenly, it came across Germaine a feeling as if he had lived through a terrible nightmare. Studies in WivesMarie
Belloc LowndesLuiz Sebastian brought his beautifully malevolent face close to the other's cruel face. Prisoners of HopeMary JohnstonHer's obscene haste, her cruel petition, shows that she shared the furies of her race. Oscar WildeLeonard Cresswell Ingleby Characterized by distortions or striking
incongruities in appearance, shape or manner; amazing; bizarre Nasty, unpleasant, inappropriate, etc. Causes horror and repugnance; terrifying and The definition of macabre is something cruel, shockingly shocking Terrible. To have an effect as a heavy blow or shock; staggering Give pleasure; nice;
comfortable; joyful definition of delightful is someone or something that is charming or that causes happiness and joy. Causes repugnance; Cruel. Causes horror; terrible; Shocking. (Archaic) busting, rough, robust Characterized by or prone to anger or bad feelings; unpleasant: (Physics) Off or related to
repulsion: Frightening, causing horror; Horrible. The definition of outrageous is someone or something that is not in good taste, violent or extremely unusual. Off, related to, or designed for attack: Very unpleasant; uncomfortable; very bad Causes horror, shock or dismay Stimulating disgust or disgust;
offensive; Shocking. Tireless or uncompromising: Extremely bad; terrible; Terrible. Mean; malicious; poorly humorous definition of charming is fascinating or equal. The definition of attractive is rousing interest and pleasure, especially when it comes to physical appearance. Having an ugly or unsightly
face. Not visible; not nice to look at; ugly Find another word for hideous. On this page you can discover 44 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions and related words for hideous, such as: grotesque, hateful, cruel, macabre, beautiful, ogreish, shocking, sick, pleasing, delightful and cruel. Uncanny.
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